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 (Uto-Q blog Hidden mine exploration diary, "Too much enough is …") 
 High savings rate. Fence made from plant and hedges of the same. Very openminded of 
foreign countries and extremely narrowminded of domestics  
This is a characteristic of our national character.   
In foreign countries, they do not have the "money of over beyond evening" and rather use it 
immediately.  In foreign countries, architectural styles with fences and hedges are rare, and 
are usually open.  Then, in the end, most of the time, foreign countries are narrowminded of 
the outside countries and openminded of the inside colleagues.   
The first two are the "defensive" postures that are known without saying.  The third seems 
to be different from the former two at first glance, but in the fact, this is also a "defensive" 
attitude, or the secret weapon. 
This is because Japanese treats the other person generously and makes them no-alert, 
oppositely under the secret, tightened one`s relatives to create a buffer, so that one can get 
out when the need arises.  (It is a so far old story, but this analogy is based on of the example 
of Oishi Kuranosuke who played a daytime light or of the example of the Mother who watched 
the TV instead of taking the child out of the examination.)   
You can see how strong "safety and security" tendency Japanese has.   
So, although there is a side to the fact that infection is suppressed and saved in Corona Erosion 
by above our tendency (even if we exclude the number of tests) 
But after Corona Erosion, we are too careful to protect and use unnecessary feeling, then we 
have a huge risk of being left behind from the world by being late for "progress, preemption". 
“Too much enough is less enough, the same"  
We, Japanese, anytime attached it to anything, it means a bit too "too much" 
 "Each person, please save “the too much enough doings!!" 


